
  

General

● Field study of distributed work at a design consulting firm

● learning how collaboration was not supported by current technology

● most studies are on desktop collaboration only

Aim:

● show that mobility may be crtical to many work settings that were considered to non 
mobility work seetings

● obersvation of the desing team, look how mobility is the key to their word



  

The study

about product designers  in a consulting company distributed over some buildings (QED)

the main questions:

How do they use technology?

How do they collaborate?

● QED uses no groupware

● QED used communication over phone, faxes, email

● Projekt was to design an electric weeder 



  

The methods

1. Brainstorming

to find out problems and solution for supporting collaboration

2. Interviews 

to get an overall description of the work

3. attending all project meetings

to follow the progress

4. close observation

details  of their day to day work



  

Main facts

● the employees where away from there work place to share recources and communicate

● they spent much time away from there workplace

● face to face communication was preferered to the phone

● the whole team held a few monthly reports 

● these face to face meetings were the only meeting to take care that everyone is up to date 
and for coordination

● visual and auditory accessibility  enables to learn things what have otherwise not be done



  

Problems

locating people

people are dificult to catch

lack of awareness

mobility makes it hard to locate people and stay in touch with each other

lack of communication

communication on the phone is awkward
distributed groups think about different things if you call ...

coordination

problems with the coordination of the team specially when the team is distributed



  

the study suggest two desing goals

1. opportunities for building awareness  that enables local mobility

2. reduce the penaltisy for ditributed communication and collaboration

Result:

build a software that provides on line access to design works

cam site

picture machine

information shown on a screensaver 

There is still the problem, that people have to use the software on a desktop computer!
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